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Background

RIÉ 8

In 2011 Prof. A. Avanzini of the University

1! [... ... Rb]&, the victorious king

of Pisa initiated the ERC project DASI-

of Yg"', mukarrib of D"mt

Digital Archive for the Study of pre-

2! and Saba$, descendant of W"rn

Islamic Arabian Inscriptions, with the

Rydn [dedicated ... ...] to (lmqhy

main objective of cataloguing and

Lord of Q'[.]r

making available online the entire

3! when restored [... ...] Rb&

epigraphic documentation from the
Fig. 1 Temple of Yeha.

became king of D"mt,

Arabian Peninsula in pre- Islamic times.

The Corpus of Early Sabaic Inscriptions from Ethiopia in DASI
collects the Early Sabaic texts found in an area extending on the

Fig. 4 Incense burner from
Gobochela (RIÉ 31).

Fig. 5 Bronze bowl from Guldam, near Yeha
(HG Färäs May 2010).

4! its east and its west [... ...] his
life and his descendants
5! and the life of his wives [... ...]

North of Ethiopia and the South of Eritrea. The first inscriptions
catalogued were those edited in the Recueil des inscriptions de

and his house and his fields

l'Éthiopie des periodes pre-axoumite et axoumite (Bernand et al.

6! [... ...]

1991), which gathered all the texts unearthed until 1991, but new
texts are being constantly added thanks to the new discoveries of

Fig. 8 Incense burner from Addi
Gelemo (RIÉ 8).

the German and French archaeological missions that are currently
working in that area.

From a linguistic point of view, this documentation presents some

The Corpus of Early Sabaic Inscriptions
from Ethiopia
The Corpus includes at the moment about 100 texts which are the
testimony of the Sabaean expansion occurred in the first half of the
I millennium BC in this area, where the Kingdom of D"mt and Saba!
was established.

Fig. 6 Stone inscription from Gobochela (RIÉ 23)

peculiar features, diverging from the canonical Early Sabaic,
probably due to the local linguistic substratum. Despite some

Most part of the texts are dedicatory inscriptions. Often shorts,

inconsistencies, the presence of Sabaean people in this territory

they only record the name of the dedicant and of the deity.

remains certainly an undeniable fact. The South Arabian culture

However, there are also more elaborated documents, which

appears in many aspects of the pre-Aksumite society, first of all in

provide us with social information, like royal inscriptions.

writing and language, but also as regards religion, with the worship

Besides having names unattested in the South Arabian

of the South Arabian deities, and architecture, with great buildings

onomastics, the rulers identify themselves not only by the

reminding of those of the Sabaean cities.

patronymic, but also by the matronymic. They refer to themselves
using the verb in the form of pluralis maiestatis and the title of
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Fig. 7 Slab from Amda Tsyon (RIÉ 1).
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